Introduction: importance of protein quality control
The cellular proteome -the entire pool of proteins of all types located inside cells and in their plasma membrane -is subjected to a very tight regulation that assures that each given protein is properly synthesized, folded and subcompartmentalized (Balch et al., 2008; Hutt et al., 2009) . Several cellular systems are actively involved in protein quality control and their failure has severe negative consequences for cellular homeostasis and cellular functioning. In fact, alterations in different components of the protein quality control systems have been shown to underlie the basis of devastating human diseases, generically known as protein conformational disorders, and which include pathologies such as neurodegenerative diseases, metabolic disorders, myopathies, liver diseases and systemic disorders type amyloidosis (Esser et al., 2004; Morimoto, 2008) . The toxic effect of altered proteins in cells has even gained its own name and it is currently known as ''proteotoxicity'', and the complex cellular systems that contribute to preserve protein homeostasis are referred to as the ''proteostasis network' ' (Balch et al., 2008) .
Surveillance systems inside cells detect the altered proteins and coordinate their folding, repair or elimination from the cells, often through their breakdown by different cellular proteases. The consequences of poor quality control depend on the type of protein alteration, the location of the altered protein and on the defective step in quality control. As reviewed in more detail in the following sections, different modifications may transform proteins into cytotoxic products. Protein unfolding, abnormal cleavage or undesirable posttranslational modifications can all promote protein self-assembling into toxic oligomeric structures or aggregation into cytosolic inclusions, often bringing along other proteins (Kopito, 2000; Kourie and Henry, 2001; Ravikumar et al., 2002) . The cellular response to protein aggregation and the consequences of protein deposition are different depending on the location of these structures (cytosol, inside organelles or in the nucleus). Terms as endoplasmic reticulum stress or mitochondrial stress, have become common nowadays to describe functional failures in these compartments as consequence of the accumulation of unfolded proteins in their lumen. Dedicated quality control mechanisms in each cellular compartment assist in the handling of these misbehaving proteins. Enhanced formation of toxic protein products, defective functioning of the cellular surveillance mechanisms that normally detect altered proteins or impairment in the proteolytic systems responsible for their elimination from inside cells, lead to intracellular accumulation of altered proteins. This feature is in fact a common characteristic of almost all terminally differentiated tissues in old organisms. However, for a All cells count on precise mechanisms that regulate protein homeostasis to maintain a stable and functional proteome. A progressive deterioration in the ability of cells to preserve the stability of their proteome occurs with age and contributes to the functional loss characteristic of old organisms. Molecular chaperones and the proteolytic systems are responsible for this cellular quality control by assuring continuous renewal of intracellular proteins. When protein damage occurs, such as during cellular stress, the coordinated action of these cellular surveillance systems allows detection and repair of the damaged structures or, in many instances, leads to the complete elimination of the altered proteins from inside cells. Dysfunction of the quality control mechanisms and intracellular accumulation of abnormal proteins in the form of protein inclusions and aggregates occur in almost all tissues of an aged organism. Preservation or enhancement of the activity of these surveillance systems until late in life improves their resistance to stress and is sufficient to slow down aging. In this work, we review recent advances on our understanding of the contribution of chaperones and proteolytic systems to the maintenance of cellular homeostasis, the cellular response to stress and ultimately to longevity.
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